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Elementary spelling bees are governed by the various AACS state affiliates.  Check with your state office for elementary 

competition rules.  In an effort to assist states, AACS has provided this study list.  Students should study the words on the study 

list.  They should be familiar with words used in their history, science, and spelling textbooks. Words used in the competition 

have been selected from the study list, from student textbooks, and from the dictionary.   

irrevocable  evacuee  entangle  impetuous  postmortem 

noticeable  guarantee  embarrass  omnivorous  benevolent 

astronaut  conceit   buoyancy  retrospective  credentials 

conifer   monogram  durable   tarragon  macramé 

affluent   Mediterranean  repossess  albatross  bureaucracy 

circulation  circumvent  absolve   croquette  egalitarian 

extraneous  revoked  infantile  flamboyant  macadamia 

physicist  contradictory  hypochondriac   leukemia  missionary 

asterisk   whispered  diaphragm  Samaritan  vulcanize  

renovate  predatory  hydrophobia  wanderlust  eiderdown 

proficiency  circumnavigate  salvage   glasnost  Bolshevik 

evacuate  extinguish  peerless  babushka  Cossack 

endow   prejudice  habitually  lieutenant  beleaguer 

biennial   allegiance  bisect   fathom   farthing 

autonomous  incinerate  imminent  goatee   roughhewn 

edict   subpoena  diagnose  yieldable  persimmon 

changeable  disappear  accommodate  teriyaki   tsunami 

seismograph  neutrality  absurdity  sayonara  homogeneous 

monotony  triceps   binoculars  melancholy  protagonist 

maneuver  fluctuate  bountiful  philanthropy  ergonomic 

mediocre  befuddled  analogy   androcentric  monotonous 

metropolis  abscond  aptitude  crescendo  harpsichord 

sensory   nonchalant  acrobatic  maestro  contrapuntal 

intervene  revenue  hypodermic  chimichanga  quesadilla  

temperament  systematize  antediluvian  ophthalmology  vigilante 

tragedy   valuable  ridiculous  repetition   empanada 

antebellum  surveyor  demagnetize  neutralize  dyslexia 

eulogy   antibodies  uncanny  counterfeiter  intermittent  

theocracy  obsession  cannery   strengthen  atheist 

epidermis  episode   victorious  perilous  haughty 

procrastinate  business  tourist   amusement  circular 

telescopic  shrubbery  mischievous  marvelous  circular 

posthumous  egotism   criticism  heroism  Communism 

infuriate  medicinal  cataract  national  incorporate 

assistant  postgraduate  reign   aisle   information 

Lucifer   monopoly  digestible  capable   portable 

photography  severity   disturbance  acceptance  depreciate 

congratulate  reassure  grateful   ingrate   rebuild 
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excellence  cosmopolitan  emergency  interrupt  metallic 

avert   vertebra  excessive  reverse   flavorless 

alien   survivor  surrender  fertilize   consistent 

archaeology  tambourine  thermonuclear  periphery  hydraulic 

chauffeur  antemeridian  grammar  synagogue  epitome 

belligerent  algorithm  feldsher  protégé   rendezvous 

bromeliad  pasteurize  perestroika  hollandaise  shrieval 

karaoke   hippopotamus  euphemism  archipelago  maraschino 

 

 

 

 


